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TUNING OF PAN FEED CONTROLS
ByD. J. WVE and R. A. H. CHILVERS

Tongaat-Hulett Sugar Limited, Felixton

FIGURE 1 Example of a control loop on two possible processes

Conventional Tuning Methods

The twomost widely usedtechniques fordetermining op
timum controller settings are thosebased on openloopstep
response tests and closed loop cycling tests.' The methods
however have limitations, particularly when applied to pan
feed control loops. The methods and their limitations are
best explained by use of simple examples.

Figure I shows the simple system whose tuning para
meters are to be optimised. For generality, the process is
shown as either a level controlon a tank or a conductivity
control on a pan.
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Introduction

Felixton Mill uses (in separate instances) three different
types of measurement for controlling the feed to vacuum
pans viz. boiling point elevation, radio frequency conduc
tivity and conventional conductivity.

Difficulties in setting up these control loops were com
pounded by a number of factors:
• the large number ofloops (75)
• the interactive nature of the control loops in the contin

uous pans
• the needfor the continuous pan controlloopsto be tuned

to a compromise between the optimum settings for water
and molasses.
These facts and the limited success of the usual intuitive

approach provided the impetus to try a more formalised
approach to determine the optimum parameters for the pan
feed controlloops.

Abstract

Difficulties experienced in setting up panfeed control loops
at Felixton Mill led to an investigation into methodsof op
timising controller tuning. The conventional tuning proce
dureswhich useclosed loop cycling testsand openloopstep
response tests were found to havelimitations. Asimple model
allows process performance in the pan feed control loop to
be quantified. This enables meaningful comparisons be
tween controlloopsto bemadeand simplifies trouble-shoot
ing. The model provides the basis of a quick method for
pan control loop tuning which is presented in the paper as
a step by step technique.
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FIGURE 2 Typical chart recording of an Open Loop step test
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Open Loop Step Method (Sometimes called Cohen and
Coon method)'

The procedure for this method is as follows:
(i) Place controller in manual mode.

(ii) Allow process variable to stabilise.
(iii) Make a step change to the output of the controller (±

10% of span).
(iv) Allow the process variable to stabilise at its new value.

The chart recordings will be of the form shown in Figure
2. The values ofTd, T 1, R and must be calculated from the
chart as shown.

The "optimum" controller settings can then be calculated
using the formulae contained in Table 1.

Table 1

Source P (Gain) I (Sec) D (Sec)

Shinskey! 0,25 Gc 0,5 To 0,12 To
0,5 Gc 0,43 To OFF

Ziegler & 0,602Gc 0,5 To 0,125 To
Nichols' 0,602 o, 0,833 To OFF

0,5 Gc

Gc = Gain required to produce critical stability.
To = Period of critically stable wave produced.

Unfortunately, in contrast to the example of the tank,
when this method is applied to a pan feed control loop, the
process variable rises steadily after a step to the controller
output and does not stabilise at a new value. It is therefore
impossible to calculate the parameter T 1•

Closed Loop Cycling Method (Sometimes called Ziegler
Nichols Method).'
The procedure for this method is as follows:

(i) Place controller in auto mode.
(ii) Remove integral and derivative action from controller

(i.e. use proportional only control).

(iii) "Bump" the system by making a step change to the set
point of the controller.

(iv) Observe the resulting cycling of the process variable.
(v) If the amplitude of the cycling decreases with time, in

crease the gain of the controller.
(vi) Repeat steps (iv) and (v), increasing the controller gain

until constant amplitude cycling is achieved. (Any fur
ther increase in gain will result in a cycling with in
creasing amplitude). During the cycling the controller
output should not reach either 0 or 100%.

When constant amplitude cycling has been achieved the
recordings will be of the form shown in Figure 3.

The period ofthe cycling To and the controller gain G, at
which this has been achieved are required to calculate the
"optimum" controller settings using the formulae in Table
2.

'fable 2

Source P (Gain) I (Sec) D (Sec)

Cohen & 135 C+ Jl/5) ( I + JL!5 ) 0,37 Td
Coon' , TdR 2,5 Td I + 3 Jl/5 (I + JL!5)

I + JL!11 3 33 Td ( I + JL!II ) OFF
TdR ' I + II JL!5

Ziegler & 1,2 2,0 Td 0,5 Td
Nichols' TdR

Td = deadtime in seconds
T, = firstorder time constant in seconds
Jl = Td/T,
R = initial response rate per unit step (seconds):"

The disadvantages in applying this method to pan feed
control are:
• The long time constants involved make this a time con

suming method.
• It is difficult to maintain steady conditions for the time

required to perform the test.
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FIGURE 3 Typical chart recording of a Closed Loop cycling test
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• The parameters To and G, bear no direct physical rela
tionship to the process and are therefore of little use in
trouble-shooting poor performing control loops.

STEAOYSTATE

f[EO FLOW

EVAPORATION

Formulating a Model of the Pan

To proceed any further with a formalised approach to
tuning the pan feed controls, requires a model of the process
(unless exhaustive experimental testing is to be undertaken).
The objective of the model is to explain how the process
variable is affected by changes in the controller output. A
factor which simplifies the formulation of the model is that
the model need only explain the behaviour of the process
for small deviations about the normal operating point.

A quick route to a practical model of the process is to
combine a simple theoretical analysis (which can contain
untested assumptions) with a close observation of the actual
behaviour of the process.

Figure 4 gives a schematic diagram of a single compart
ment ofa continuous pan and lists all the variables necessary
to formulate a mathematical model of the process. The model
is based on the assumption that:

(i) The controller output is directly proportional to the
flow of water or molasses through the feed valve.

(ii) The process variable measures the dry solids content
of the massecuite in the compartment.

(iii) The massecuite leaving the compartment is of the same
composition as massecuite in the compartment.

(iv) The following variables are constant.

Massecuite flow into the compartment - FS
Fraction of solids in seed - BS
Evaporation rate - FE
Mass of massecuite in compartment - M
Fraction of solids in feed - BF

Appendix I describes how the equations can be set up and
simplified. The resulting equation, which describes the pro
cess in either a batch or a continuous pan, is:
- M d PV (t)
CO(t) = K, K

2
(BF - BM,) dt . .'. . . . (l)

STEAOY 51 ATE

WASSECUITE SOLIDS

or expressed in an integral from:
PV(t) - PV(o)

= K,K2 (BF ~BM,) f CO(t) dt (2)

By analogy with electrical circuits the pan behaves like a
capacitor. When expressed as deviations from steady state,
(i.e. PV(t) = PV(t) - PVs and CO(t) = CO(t) - CO,) changes
to the process variable PV(t), are simply the integral of the
controller output CO(t).·

The effective capacitance of the process, C, is given by:

C = K (B~ B ) . . . . . . (3)K 1 2 . - M,

The process responses which can be predicted by this sim
ple model agree well with the actual behaviour ofthe process
but there is an observable delay between a change in con
troller output and a change in process variable. A complete
model must thus include an element of deadtime resulting
in the model shown in Figure 6.
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FIGURE 5 Model of a pan relating Massecuite Solids to Feed Flow
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FIGURE 4 Schematic diagram of a single compartment of a conti
nuous pan

Application of the Model

The model is simply a mathematical representation ofthe
actual process and, as far as it is an accurate representation,
it can predict the response of the system to any given input.
Equation I can predict the response of the system in terms
ofC and Td.
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STEADY STATE
CONTROLLER OUTPUT C = CO, - CO2 (6)

SI - S2
When deadtime (Td) is present the responses predicted

above are simply delayed by this deadtime.

PROCESS VARIABLE

CAPACITANCE

EAD TIME

.... (11)

...... (9)

...... (10)

Stability of the Process under Control

One of the techniquesavailablefor analysing the stability
of linear dynamic systems is the use of Bode plots. Bode
plots are well explainedin texts on control theory. I. 5 Simply
speaking they plot the response of the systemto sinusoidally
varying inputs.

A sinewavefed into the process (ascontrolleroutput) will
result in a sine wave emerging from the process (as process
variable). The amplitude and phase shift of this output sine
wave, relative to the input sine wave, will be dependent on
frequency. The Bodeplot is simplytwo graphsshowing am
plitude ratio (A)and phase shift (9) of the process as a func
tion of frequency (ro). Logarithmetic co-ordinates are used
for frequency and amplitude ratio.

When a controller is connectedto the process, it connects
the output backto the input. The controllercan change both
amplitude ratioand phaseshiftand this effect is easilyshown
on the Bode plot. The purpose of the controller is to hold
the process variablesteadyand thus it shoulddamp out any
sinusoidal oscillations. However a controller can over-cor
rect, sustaining or even increasing any oscillation. Sustained
and steadyoscillations, i.e.Critical Stability, will occurwhen,
for the combination of process and controller.

phase shift e= - n radians
and amplitude ratio A = 1

The frequency at whichthis occursis the criticalfrequency
roc

Considering the model developed above for a pan, con
,ventional control theory yields the following equations:

A= rolc (7)

e = -(~ + Td ro) radians (8)

As an exampleFigure7 shows a BodePlot generatedfrom
theseequationsfor valuesofC = 600sec.and Td = 60 sec..

The frequency at which critical stability occurs, roc> can
be determined by substituting e= - n into equation 8.

-n
Thus roc = 2 Td

= - 0,026 radians/sec.

At this frequency, A = ---..!-C
roc

(
C )-'therefore A = ; Td

= 0,064
If a proportional only controller were connected to the

process, it wouldadd no phase shift,but the amplitude ratio
wouldbe increasedby the gain of the controller. To achieve
critical stability the gain of the controller G, will have to
increase the amplitude ratio at this frequency to unity.

i.e. G, X A = 1
Substituting from equation (10)

nC
G, = 2 Td

= 15,7

CO

DEVIATION VARIABLES

CO -CO - Co.

py =PV - PV.

CO

+'------_--1
+

To predict the actual response of the system, the values of
C and Td must be determined by comparing actual and
theoretical responses.

DELAY Td

FIGURE 6 Model of a pan relating Process Variable to Controller
.Output
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By combining equations 4 and 5 the capacitance of the
process may be calculated as:

Determination of C and Td
Consider the case with no deadtime (i.e. Td = 0). The

easiest response of the system to predict is that to a steady
input. i.e. CO(t) = Cal

Equation I gives CO(t) = C dPV(t)
dt

thus dPV(t) cal - cas
<it = C

. h I f h . bl (dPV(t)J'i.e, t e s ope 0 t e process vana e ----cit". IS constant

and can be measured from a chart recording S,)

h S
CO, - cas

t us I = C (4)

Similarlythe responseof the systemto a secondsteadyinput
CO will be a steadily changing process variable of slope S2'

where S2 = CO2~ cas . . . . . . (5)
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keep the pan at the required setpoint. For the purpose of
explaining the method assume that a controller output of
30% holds the pan on setpoint.
(1) Put the controller into manual mode with the controller

output set to maintain the processvariableon set point.
(i.e. an output of 30%).

(2) Make a 20% step increase to the controller output (i.e.
to an output of 50%).

(3) After a time the pan will start to slackeni.e. the process
variable will start to decrease. Allow this decrease to
continue until a straight line is drawn on the chart re
corder. This should take about 5 to 10 minutes.

(4) Make a 40% step decrease to the controller output (i.e.
to an output of 10%).

(5) After a time the pan will start to tighten i.e. the process
variable will start to increase. Allow this increase to
continue until a straight line is drawn on the chart
recorder.

(6) At this stage the pan can be returned to its normal
operatingmode and the chart recording can by analysed.

To fully describe the system, two parameters are needed
i.e. System deadtime and system capacitance.

Determination of system deadtime (Td)
This can be found by measuring the time elapsed from

the instant the control output is changed until the instant
when this output causes observable change on the process
variable. The time elapsed between the step change made
in step 5 and the point at which the slope SI changesto the
new slope S2 is the deadtime of the system (Td). See figure
8.

Determination ofSystem Capacitance (C)
The system capacitanceis found by relatingthe controller

output to the corresponding rate of change of the process
variable. The procedure is as follows:

(i) Measure the slope SI (See Figure 8 corresponding to
controller output cal (Cal = 50% in this instance).

(ii) Measure the slope S2 (See Figure 8 corresponding to
controller output to CO2 (C02 = 10% in this instance).

(iii) Calculate the capacitance of the system (C) by using
equation 6 shown above.

0.10.01

FllEOUENCY .. ( Adl,.. I SEC)

0.001

-iiT''----- ...l- ~_l

O,----------r----------.

FIGURE 7 Bode Plot of a pan with C = 600 sec and Td = 60 sec
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Equation (11)now provides a link between the model and
the closed loop cycling method, expressing Gc in terms of
C and Td. To complete the link it is necessary to express
the period of cycling at critical stability, To, in terms of the
model parameters.

By simple conversion from frequency to period,

T = 21r
o roc

Substituting from equation (9)
To = 4 Td (12)

Equations 11 and 12 can now be used to convert the for
mulae of Table 1 into a form suitable for calculatingtuning
parameters directly from C and Td.

These new formulae are presented in Table 3.

Points to Watch
When performing the test it is important to check the

following points:
(1) Chart speed - Ensure that the chart recorder is running

at the calibrated speed. Compensate for speed differ
ences if necessary.

(2) Recorder amplification/attenuation - Convert all chart
readings to the actual percentages of controller output
and process variable respectively.

(3) Pen offset - Take into account any pen offsets occurring
between adjacent traces on the chart recorder.

(4) Signaldamping - ensure that there is the minimum of
damping on the signal. ,

New Two Step Method for Pan Feed Control Tuning

Procedure
Before starting this test it is necessary to determine the

approximate (± 5% of span) controller output needed to

Calculation of Tuning Parameters
Once the system's deadtime and capacitance have been

found, the optimum controller settingscan be calculatedby
using either the ZieglerNichols criteria or the Shinskeycri
teria. These are shown in Table 3.
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FIGURE 8 Typical chart recording obtained using the new Two Step Test

Table 3

Source P (Gain) I (Sec) D (Sec)

Shinskey- (0,393 C)/Td 2 Td 0,48 TD
(0,786 C)/Td 1,72 Td OFF

Ziegler & (0,946 C)/Td 2 Td 0,5 Td
Nichols' (0,786 C)/Td 3,33 Td OFF

C = System capacitance measured in seconds.
Td = System deadtime measured in seconds.

The Ziegler Nicholscriteria are normallymore applicable
as the research done by Z & N to establishoptimum settings
wa-s done on a process havingvery similar characteristics to
the model developed here.

In the table, the tuning parameters are presented in the
form of gain (P), integral time (I) and derivative (D). If the
controller is calibrated in different units e.g. integral action
in repeats/min, the necessary conversions will have to be
made.Phneumaticcontrollersoften haveinteracting integral
and derivative action, and the effect of this may need to be
taken into consideration.

A batch pan will need significantly different tuning para
meters at the beginning and end of the boiling. A compro
mise set of parameterscan be selected or it may be possible
to have different sets of tuning parameters for each stage of
the boiling(on a computerisedpan control unit).

On continuous pans different tuning parameters will be
required along the length of the pan. Where different gains
are required for an operation on water or molasses feed a
compromise may be made. An alternative is to modify the
gain of the process e.g. change the control valve size or the
supply pressure of the feed.

Experimental Results

Comparison between model and cycling tests
The secondcompartment of an A continuouspan, fed on

water wastested to checkthe ability of the model to predict

the pointof criticalstability. The conditionof the massecuite
was measured usinga radio frequency conductivity probe.

The parameters ofthe modeldeterminedby usingthe two
step test were:
C = 516 sec

Td = 24 sec
The model equations predict that critical stability would

occur under proportional only control with:
trC

G = 2 Td
= 32,5

and To = 4 X Td
= 96 sec

Closed loop cycling tests to determine the point of critical
stabilitygave the following results:

Gc = 35
and To = 96 sec

This illustrates the abilityof the modelto predictthe point
of critical stabilityusing the simple two step method.

Figure 9 shows portionsof the actual chart recordings for
the test.

Measurement of Model Parameters
Table4 gives the modelparametersdeterminedin a num

ber of tests on pans at Felixton.
The "capacitance"of the systemis affected to a large de

greeby whetherthe compartmentis fedwithwateror syrup/
molasses. (Thesamecontrol valve is used). This is as would
be expected from equation 3.

The deadtime is unaffected by whether the compartment
is fed with water or syrup/molasses. However encrustation
on the boilingpointelevationprobesincreases the deadtime.

Tuning of Control Loops
On the A continuous pans the tuning parameters were

calculated by the Shinskey formula for the situation where
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Table 4

Continuous "Capacitance" Deadtime
Pan Compartment Feed Measurement" C Td Comments

(sec) (sec)

A2 2 Syrup RF 1727 30
2 Water RF 743 24
2 Water RF 493 25

A2 4 Syrup BPE 2235 102 Before cleaning
probe

4 Syrup BPE 1920 42 After cleaning
probe

C2 5 Molasses CC 1534 90
Water CC 291 90

• RF
BPE
CC

- Ratio frequency conductivity
- Boiling point elevation
- Conventional conductivity
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the pan was fed with syrup. Thus the tuning parameters were
similar to those which would have been calculated using the
Ziegler-Nichols formula for the situation where the pan was
fed with water. The tuning parameters were therefore a good
compromise for both water and syrup feed and good control
was achieved under both conditions.

Encrustation of the boiling point elevation probes does
not cause the accuracy of the measurement to drift but the
increase in deadtime that occurs affectsthe control. A longer
deadtime means that the controller must be set to be less
responsive resulting in poorer control. Regular cleaning of
the probes allowed good control to be achieved.

On the C continuous pan, the difference between the re
quirements for control on water and molasses was so large
that good control could not be achieved in both instances
by using a single set of tuning parameters. Good control
could however be achieved by using the correct tuning para
meters for either water or molasses feed. If (as has been
found) the deadtime ofthe process remains constant whether
it is operated on water or molasses, only the gain of the
controller needs to be altered when changing between water
and molasses feed. This opens the possibility of installing a
simple attenuation circuit which can be switched into the
output of the controller when operating with water feed.

Conclusions

A simple model of a pan feed control loop has been de
veloped, and found to be an accurate description of the ac
tual behaviour of a pan. This model has allowed the tuning
of the control loops to be investigated using conventional
control theory.

A simple two step test procedure has been devised which
allows a capacitance (C) and a deadtime (Td) to be deter
mined for a batch pan or a compartment of a continuous
pan. These values can be used for quantitative comparisons
between pans or compartments and they provide a valuable
aid to trouble-shooting:

By comparison between the model and the closed loop
cycling test procedure, optimum controller settings can be
expressed in terms of C and Td. Pan feed control loops can
thus be tuned simply and quickly by performing the two
step test, determining C and Td and then calculating the
optimum P, I and D settings, according to a detailed pro
cedure described in this paper.

The availability of a model opens up the option of using
more sophisticated techniques for tuning pan feed controls.
Furthermore, by understanding what factors affect the ca
pacitance of the process (equation 3) and by assuming a
deadtime based on operating experience (e.g. Table 4), a first
estimate of tuning parameters can be calculated for a new
pan before it is actually started up.
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APPENDIX1

Based on the diagram in Figure 4, the equations for the model can be
formulated by performing mass balances.
A simplemass balance over a short period of time, 6t requires that:

mass flow in - mass flow out = massaccumulated
Thus for a total flow balance:
6t X (FS + FF(t) - FM - FE) = 0 .... (I)

And for solids flow balance
6t (FS X BS + FF(t) X BF - FM X BM(t» = M X 6BM(t)

...... (2)

where 6 BM(t) is the change in the solidscontent of the massecuite in
the compartment over the time 6t.

Combining those two equations gives the following relationship between
the feed flow, FF, and the solidscontent of the massecuite, BM.

FS X BS + FF(t) X BF - (FS - FE + FF(t» X BM(t)
= M dBM(t) (3)

dt ....

This differential equation is nonlinearand cannot be solvedanalytically.
However it is possible to makefurtherassumptions to simplify theequation.

Since BS "" BM,equation 3 can be approximated by:
dBM(t)

FE X BM(t) + FF(t) (BF - BM(t» = M~ .... (4)

This is the equation which can be derived for a batch pan.

Since the major source of variationon the LHSof equation4 is due to the
feed flow, FF the solidscontentof the massecuite, BMcanbe approximated
by its steady state value BM,. Furthermore the variables FF and BM can- -
bereplaced bynewvariables, FFand BM,describing variationsaboutsteady
state.

(i.e. BM(t) = BM(t) - BM,and FF(t) = FF(t) - FF.)
- dBM(t)

thus FF(t) (BF - BM,) = M~

M dBM(t)
FF(t) = (BF _ BM,) dt . . . . (5)

- - (BF - BM.) I' -or alternatively BM(t) ~ BM(o) = M 0 FF(t)dt .... (6)

This is equivalent to the behaviour of a capacitor with a capacitance of
M

(BF - BM.)

The above mathematical simplifications have been checked by comparing
the response of the system to sinusoidal variationsin FF as predicted by a
numerical solution to equation 3 and by the analytical solutionto equation
5. For the conditions in a Felixton continuous A pan the results are essen
tiallythe same.
The process responses which can be predicted by this simple model agree
well with the actual behaviour of the process but there is an observable
delaybetween a change in controlleroutputand a change in process variable.
A complete modelmust thus include an element of the deadtimeresulting
in the model shown in Figure 6.
The model can be further simplified by including the control valve and
transmittergains into an effective capacitance C.

. M
where C - K,K, (BF _ BM.) . . . . . . (7)

The final model is shown in Figure 6.

NOMENCLATURE

A amplituderatio
BF mass fraction of dry solids in feed to pan
BM mass fraction of dry solids in massecuite in pan
BS. mass fraction of dry solids in massecuite entering a continuouspan

compartment
C effective capacitance of pan (s)
CO controller output (%)
D derivative time of PIO controller(s)
FE evaporation rate of pan/compartment (kgls)
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FF /low feed into pan/compartment (kg/s)
FM /low of massecuite out of continuous pan compartment (kg/s)
FS /low of massecuite into continuous pan compartment (kg/s)
G gain of proportional only controller
I integral time of PID controller (s)
K, control valve gain (kgIs/%)
K2 conductivity transmitter gain (%)
M mass of massecuite in pan/compartment (kg)
PV process variable (%)
P gain of PID controller
R initial response rate per unit step (S-I)
S slope of response curve (%/s)
t time (s)

Td deadtime (s)
To period of cycling at critical stability (s)
T I first order time constant (s)
t::. small change in variable
Jl ratio' of deadtime to first order time constant
8 phase shift (radians)
co frequency of sine waves (radians/s)

Subscripts
c at point of critical stability
s at steady state
A bar over the top of a variable indicates deviations from steady state.
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